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1. PURPOSE 

To improve the situation that a waste market is hard to join supply and demand together in comparison with a market of 

other fields, waste information exchange system which intermediate between information to "hand waste" and information to 

"receive waste" has been administered by the various subject. Based on listening investigation to an enterprise, I clarify a 

concrete action process of a discharger and a disposer after beginning to look for a client up to a contract, and what kind of 

waste information exchange system enables to smooth an action to a contract.  

 

2. DESIRABLE FORM OF A WASTE INFORMATION EXCHANGE SYSTEM 

By listening investigation, I clarified an action process about an industrial waste processing contract. As a result, it became 

clear that the most important information for a contract is information about reliability of a client. Information system about 

reliability, the evaluation system of excellence by Ministry of the Environment, has just begun. It is wished both administration 

and private push forward such actions still more in future. It is necessary to raise the recognition degree of such system in order 

that such an action is reflected when I look for a processing enterprise newly. 

Information disclosure of the disposer side advances. It will be thought that information disclosure is pursued in a 

discharger side in future. As well as the present reports, it is thought that information whether a discharger can perform 

management of waste well is necessary. It contents whether company recognizes well "What kind of process does it occur by?", 

What kind of ingredient is included in it? ", or "How should it be managed it?" This is because a standard of a excellent 

discharger for a disposer is whether it take on-site control or not and because a discharger also recognizes that it is at great risk 

of inappropriate disposal if it loss inside management. If there is rating about exactness of waste management of a discharger as 

well as rating of disposer, it can be an incentive to strengthen an action for waste management. 

If information disclosure by reports of a large quantity of discharger and an action in an evaluation system of excellence 

advance, it is thought that both needs to know waste management ability of a client of an opponent is satisfied. 

There is also a merit which information about ability for waste management of a client does not have and which 

information exchange system has. It is when, what kind of wastes, how much it can dispose or want to discharge. 

Therefore the system which a current information exchange system and information about ability for waste management 

of a company linked to is desirable form of an industrial waste information exchange system. It is that is to say a system linking 

to not only information to "hand waste" and information to "receive waste" but also detail about the company which offered 

each information. 

In addition, if they don't understand a policy of mutual waste disposal treatment, a contract may not go well. Therefore it is 

desirable to include a message from the person in charge,” What kind of policy of waste disposal does it make?”, or ”How has 

it contracted based on a policy?” 


